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SEASON 2023
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PRO ADVANCED JUNIOR
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COMPARATIVE STATS



MAORÍ
PRO

Racket Falcon Maorí, high competition. It’s made with our
magnificent high recovery EVA SOFT. The composition is
one layer carbon and fiberglass. Perfect control and
power in each smash. Kevlar tubular.

The tear shape will give you more power on every shot. Its
rugged design with profiled hawks will facilitate the
transmission of the spins. The design incorporates a
matte varnish finish. 

To tie the racket, we incorporate a small wrist strap.
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SHAPE Tear

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Carbon & Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 355-375 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm



HUNTER
PRO
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Our Falcon HUNTER shovel for advanced players.
Equipped with our magnificent EVA SOFT High
Recovery system. Its circular shape makes it the
carbon racket with more control. Kevlar tubular. Its
double layer carbon composition provides more power
in every shot. 

The exterior design incorporates wrinkled parts in the
form of small hawks which allow the player to give
more spin to the ball. Colour: dark grey, black and
orange tones with a matte varnish finish.

SHAPE Round

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Carbon & Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 355-375 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm



Our Falcon SPEED shovel for advanced level players.
Equipped with our magnificent EVA SOFT with high
resistance to deformation. It is Falcon's most powerful
racket thanks to the three layers of carbon that
compose it. Kevlar tubular. 

The exterior design incorporates wrinkled parts in the
form of small hawks which allow the player to give
more spin to the ball. Colour: red, white and black with
a matte varnish finish.
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SHAPE Tear

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Tri Carbon & Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 355-375 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm
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Racket Falcon Fusion, high competition. It’s made with our
magnificent high recovery EVA SOFT. The top of the racket is
different than the middle. The top has one layer more of carbon
that will give you extra power when you smash the ball. On the
middle is the same composition of Maorí (Carbon + Fiberglass). 

Its rugged design with profiled hawks will facilitate the
transmission of the spins. The design incorporates a matte
varnish finish. 

To tie the racket, we incorporate a small wrist strap.

SHAPE Tear / Diamond

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Carbon & Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 355-375 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm



PRO

Racket Falcon Voltor, high competition. It’s made with our
magnificent high recovery EVA SOFT. It has a carbon layer
more than the Maori racket, so it increases its power. 

Its rugged design with profiled hawks will facilitate the
transmission of the spins. The design incorporates a matte
varnish finish. 

To tie the racket, we incorporate a small wrist strap.

VOLTOR
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SHAPE Tear

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Carbon & Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 355-375 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm
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Racket Falcon Amur, high competition. It’s made with our
magnificent high recovery EVA SOFT. Perfect control and
sweet point. The racket is composed of a layer of carbon,
fiberglass and graphene.

This graphene racket will give you so much comfort in each
shot. The tear shape will give you more power on every
shot. Its rugged design with profiled hawks will facilitate the
transmission of the spins. The design incorporates a matte
varnish finish. 

To tie the racket, we incorporate a small wrist strap. 

SHAPE Tear

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Carbon + Fiberglass + Graphene

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 355-375 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm



YAGGAR ADVANCED

Racket Falcon Yaggar high competition. Our most control
racket with a round shape. Its rugged design with profiled
hawks will facilitate the transmission of the spins. You'll
have a full hitting sweet point and an impressive hitting
sound. Black and fluor pink design. 

To tie the racket, we incorporate a small wrist strap.
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SHAPE Round

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 350-365 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm



YAGGAR
ADVANCED
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YAGGAR ADVANCED

Racket Falcon Yaggar high competition. Our most control
racket with a round shape. Its rugged design with profiled
hawks will facilitate the transmission of the spins.You'll
have a full hitting sweet point and an impressive hitting
sound. Black and red design. 

To tie the racket, we incorporate a small wrist strap.

SHAPE Round

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 350-365 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm



YAGGAR
JUNIOR

It exists with weights around 290 grams and with a
narrower handle, ideal for boys and girls who are starting
out and don't want to give up having a high quality
shovel.
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SHAPE Round

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 290-365 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm



YAGGAR
JUNIOR
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SHAPE Round

RUBBER EVA Soft with high resistance to deformation

COMPOSITION Fiberglass

PROFILE 38mm

WEIGHT 290-365 gr. (to choose)

CORE 38mm

It exists with weights around 290 grams and with a
narrower handle, ideal for boys and girls who are starting
out and don't want to give up having a high quality
shovel.



Phone number

617-230-387

E-mail

info@falconpadel.com

Website

www.falconpadel.com


